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Details of Visit:

Author: 88888
Location 2: Notting Hill
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 25 Oct 2012 15.00
Duration of Visit: 90mins
Amount Paid: 220
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Asian Options
Website: http://www.asianoptions.co.uk
Phone: 07516118440

The Premises:

Between Notting Hill and Queensway so your pick of buses and tubes. Easy to get to the area, but
then the precise address refers to a very short piece of road indeed. Use google maps, not useless
iPhone 6.0 map thing! Perfectly safe area, a few bits of local retail and cafes around but nothing to
trouble a punter with a purpose. Coco's flat is clean and tidy - good shower. The lighting is her own
take on 'moody' - laser stars on the ceiling, but maybe a bit dark to appreciate the full glory of the
woman herself.

The Lady:

Well, Coco in heels and a figure-hugging but artfully 'slashed' all over dress is nearly my idea of
perfection. Wait! Ok, I admit I've got lots of 'near perfection's! But anyway - awesome figure - bit
taller than the 'average' (sorry) oriental wg, striking facial features, and sexy mischievous
expressions to amplify the lot. Bit of enhancement but to good effect, and no blatant signs. 

The Story:

Once you've agreed you'll work from home with the boss, figure out how to do the least work
possible to avoid embarrassment the next day, then plan some fun. I've had a few of these recently
and decided to have some daylight encounters: lunch first, for some energy, rest and digest, an
hour or two of sex, back home for a nap, and all in good time to be fresh again for dinner. Wish I
could choose it as a permanent lifestyle option!

Anyway, I'd had a few average, and one classic (should have realised too good to be true) 'bait and
switch' meetings via the other 'purple' site, so decided to ditch the policy of austerity for a day and
return to good old fashioned 'asian wg service.' I wasn't exactly sure who to meet so took an agency
recommendation - and it turned out well.

Coco has a pretty strong spirit and character, which I like. I prefer an active encounter where you
don't have to originate everything. She's also a proper sexual woman, not a shy wallflower or an
overly fussing, obedient 'girl'. Once I'd got the admin side of things out of the way, I sat down,
relaxed, had a smoke, drank some (really quite good) rum, and let her takeover. She's got a top-
notch owo technique: deep enough, but great coordination with hands. I'll reveal the end of the story
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at this point - it was this technique which meant I could come three times in 90mins! Excellent.
While she was at work I slipped her out of the dress and we moved over the the bed. There's a well
positioned mirror for some angular observations! Coco was happy with all my suggested positions
with perhaps the favourite a minute or two (hard to hold on!) of A-levels, reverse cowgirl style - pity
the mirror didn't allow me to see that one! Each time we finished - and I'm pretty sure she enjoyed
herself too - she was very attentive, beating me to the quick clean-up and giving me just enough
time to stoke the fire. The pace was great. I'm normally happy with one or two, but three times
without feeling rushed or having to be dirigiste about proceedings probably sums up how
responsive Coco is. High quality experience.
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